Gender and Constitutional Design

One of the themes of this Symposium is whether a more or less expansive executive is the most effective, efficient, or constitutionally sound model. I would ask a different question: Does the allocation of power between the legislative and executive branches, and the way we define the scope of the executive, affect whether women ascend to executive office? I argue that the constitutional process of boundary-drawing between the legislative and executive branches of government has implications for how successful women will be in ascending to executive positions.

In The Federalist No. 70, Alexander Hamilton lauded energy in the executive as essential to protecting the young nation from internal and external threat. For Hamilton, the energetic executive was characterized by the agentic attributes of decision, dispatch, and action. These attributes, however, are not gender neutral. Men are “assumed to be more assertive, ambitious, dominant, forceful, independent, self-sufficient, and prone to act as leaders.” In contrast,
women are perceived as “more affectionate, helpful, sympathetic, interpersonally sensitive, and nurturing”—communal traits that differ sharply from the agentic traits associated with men.  

Thus, women are unlikely to be associated with the cowboy/warrior image attached to many male activist executives today. Executive activism that reinforces such gender schemas may therefore be “dangerous” to our society in a sense other than that suggested by the title of this Symposium. Power is associated with agency, and agency with masculinity. Consequently, an expansive executive may lead to an even more firmly entrenched “monosexual democracy,” especially given the power of incumbency.

If such an external effect exists, there remains the question of how heavily it should be weighted, if at all, when deciding how broadly to define the scope of the executive. I would argue that if increasing the number of women in executive office is a desirable normative goal, such subtle or invisible barriers to their engagement in political behavior should be a policy consideration. If we believe that gender diversity in political leadership is itself an important fulfillment of the promise of the Nineteenth Amendment—in other words, that the Amendment did not only grant women the vote but ensured equality of opportunity to hold political office—then we should pursue this question.

This Commentary posits that the Hamiltonian vision of an expansive executive with plenary power is the model least likely to result in women’s ascending to executive office. It first traces the philosophical heritage of Hamilton’s vision. It then outlines the empirical research that links voter perceptions about competence to the gender of candidates. It subsequently explores the stagnating progress of women in American politics, particularly in
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a post-September 11 environment. Finally, it concludes that the choice of a more communal executive model, rather than an exclusively agentic one, may help reverse that trend and may actually result in a more effective executive.

Certain attributes have long been associated with gender. For example, the association of women with emotion and men with reason dates back to ancient Greek philosophy. Reason was an essential prerequisite to political participation. Those who, for lack of natural inclination or lack of education, were unable to reason were unfit to participate in governance. The Framers were well versed in the works of the ancient Greeks and seventeenth- and eighteenth-century political theorists, including Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau. Hamilton’s ideas about constitutional design reflect much of this theory. For example, Hamilton placed great import on a singular rather than plural executive. This emphasis on the need for an indivisible authority in civil government echoes the views of that time on the proper role of fathers within the family. For example, Rousseau looked to Hobbes and Locke in his *Discourse on Political Economy* to argue why, “[i]n the family it is clear . . . that the father ought to command.” Political theorist Diana Coole has observed that “Rousseau accepts claims by Hobbes and Locke that authority in the family is indivisible. The case [for] making the father its repository relies on a variation of Locke’s ‘abler and stronger’ theme . . . tied to woman’s reproductive function . . . .”

Similarly, Hamilton’s argument for a singular executive with plenary power (as opposed to a multi-member council) is premised on the idea that unity was a primary ingredient of the energy essential to an effective executive. Hamilton conceived of that energy, consciously or not, as an archetypically male attribute. He endorsed a “vigorou executive,” and his
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vision of vigor and energy was synonymous with virility—and with agentic, as opposed to communal, traits.\textsuperscript{13} Appearing in court to defend a female client, Hamilton argued that “[w]oman is weak and requires the protection of man.”\textsuperscript{14} That general fear of weakness, and its association with the feminine, presumably worked its way into Hamilton’s vision of an authoritarian executive, in which the sharing of power with the more feminine institution of the legislature would spell disaster for the young country. Hamilton felt that the executive must have the ability to act unilaterally, without having to engage in arguably more feminine or communal behaviors like collaboration or consultation.\textsuperscript{15}

Few women were part of the intellectual landscape of Hamilton and the Framers. Mary Wollstonecraft, the most prominent female political theorist of the time, argued that women must embrace more rational or masculine traits to achieve political equality. In \textit{A Vindication of the Rights of Woman}, Wollstonecraft wrote that “intellect would always govern,”\textsuperscript{16} and she sought to “persuade women to endeavour to acquire strength, both of mind and body, and to convince them that the soft phrases, unsusceptability of heart, delicacy of sentiment, and refinement of taste, are almost synonymous with epithets of weakness.”\textsuperscript{17} Rather than challenge the legitimacy of the benchmarks by which eligibility to participate in civil governance was measured, Wollstonecraft urged women to assimilate.

As noted above, gender schemas, like those reflected in the eighteenth-century writings of Rousseau, Hamilton, and Wollstonecraft, continue to play a central role in modern American politics.\textsuperscript{18} Voters still “deem ‘masculine’
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characteristics as more important than ‘feminine’ traits . . . regardless of the level of office at stake . . . [and] rate men as more likely to possess masculine traits and women more likely to possess feminine traits.”

Twenty-seven percent of voters still say they would not be likely to vote for a woman for President, and thirty percent of those voters say it is because women are not “up to the task”—emotionally or otherwise. One political scientist has linked a decline in the number of voters who say they would vote for a woman for President with the post-September 11 ascendance of security concerns. With the male executive of a major state openly deriding his legislative opponents as “girlie-men,” it is clear that gender schemas about weakness, strength, and spheres of competence continue to influence the behavior of both politicians and voters.

A significant body of work by gender politics and leadership scholars focuses on the role of gender in our electoral system. Consistent with the
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thesis above, leadership scholar Karin Klenke has noted that “traditionally women were believed to lack the traits and behaviors considered prerequisites for effective leadership, traits such as aggression, competitiveness, dominance, Machiavellianism, ambition, and decisiveness.” These beliefs may help explain the “Catch-22” that female candidates face. Women are disadvantaged because they are thought not to possess agentic, masculine traits, while at the same time they are criticized if they are too agentic or masculine.

These views are reinforced by the media through masculine descriptions of male activist executives and disparate treatment of women leaders. For example, the media has recently lauded male politicians like Gavin Newsom, Eliot Spitzer, and Rudolph Giuliani for their agentic behavior. In contrast, coverage of female executives, such as Louisiana Governor Kathleen Babineaux Blanco and former Maryland Lieutenant Governor Kathleen Kennedy Townsend, has not been nearly as positive.

Women who hold office and wield power are perceived very differently, and more negatively, than their male counterparts. If executive activism embodies a notion of the macho exercise of unbridled power, one would predict that women who wield or seek to wield such power may be perceived by the public and the media in a very different way, even when engaging in
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behavior similar to men. Consistently, “[w]omen like Hillary Clinton who lead aggressively are labeled ‘bossy,’ ‘obnoxious,’ ‘overbearing,’ and ‘ambitious’ in newspaper reports” while their male counterparts who do the same are praised for being bold and innovative.

Thus, women who exhibit agentic characteristics by exercising power may continue to be viewed unfavorably, and women who engage in communal behavior may be deemed unqualified to assume office. In addition, voters are more likely to support women for offices associated with communal as opposed to agentic traits. Women who seek executive office will continue to face these barriers unless and until an effective executive becomes more associated with communal traits.

As a matter of achieving political equality, either we can try to alter deeply entrenched gender schemas or we can reconsider the attributes essential to an energetic and effective executive. The latter goal is more readily achieved than the former. If the archetype of the agentic male executive remains the norm, women will not fare well. Indeed, the picture for women in American politics is
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not encouraging. The progress of women toward elective office has slowed. As political scientist Susan Carroll has warned:

Although women have made substantial progress over time in increasing their presence in state government, the recent leveling off of women’s numbers among statewide elective officials and state legislators is a puzzling development. For advocates who someday would like to see parity between women and men in government, it is a troubling development as well. At a minimum, the leveling off is evidence that increases over time are not inevitable; there is no invisible hand at work to insure that more women will seek and be elected to office with each subsequent election.33

The recent ascension of several female heads of state suggests that voters may be moving away from a male archetypical vision of the executive.34 However, if one looks closely at some of these elections, the explanation may be more nuanced. For example, in Chile, many people stated that they voted for President Michelle Bachelet because they were looking for a different, more compassionate approach to governance. Thus, traditional gender schemas did play a role in electoral choices—they simply worked in favor of the female candidate.

If more women are to assume executive office in the United States—at the national, state, and local level—then we should consider the role of gender schemas in constitutional design. When merit is equated with agency, and agency with masculinity, women will be undervalued and at a political disadvantage.35 Thus, recent political phenomena like the rise of executive activism and the expansive view of the executive36 may well have an impact on women’s advancement in American politics. In considering how to transform our monosexual democracy into a more representative and vibrant political system, we should be cognizant of the impact that choices about the constitutional allocation of power itself may have on that system.
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In his opening remarks for this Symposium, Dean Harold Hongju Koh characterized as flawed the idea that an exclusively agentic executive is the only model that yields an effective executive. He argued that the inclusion of communal attributes like consultation may yield an even more energetic and effective executive. I would extend this idea further. If we expand our conception of the attributes essential to an effective executive to include more traits typically identified with women, we may increase both the efficacy of our executive and the number of women who ascend to that office.37

37. Normative prescriptions are beyond the scope of this Commentary. However, some scholars have noted the irony of imposing parity quotas in the Iraqi Constitution while maintaining that the very idea of such requirements arguably offends neutrality principles here at home. Cf. Rosenblum, supra note 5, at 1124 n.17 (discussing the inclusion of parity provisions in the new Iraqi Constitution).